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Mike DuBois
Creator of The One-Of-A-Kind
Case Bose-Reid Tour Grand Prize

Mike DuBois is a true artisan and creator.  

He has been with the Case company for over 40 years. Working in 
the Case Model Shop, he helps
design and perfect new patterns for Case, 
troubleshoot production problems, and 
maybe one of the most challenging (and 
fun!) parts of his responsibilities--where his 
creativeness really shines--is in
designing and then building the
one-of-a-kind Case knives that are 
offered as the Grand 
Prize at the
Shepherd Hills 
Cutlery events.

Randy Reid of Shepherd Hills Cutlery (on the right) 
picks up the Bose-Reid Tour Grand Prize from Mike 

DuBois (left ) in the Case Model Shop.

Grand Priz e Mother-Of-Pearl/Abalone Large Stockman

Bos e-Reid Tour May 18th....more info inside!

We think he may have 
outdone himself this time! The Grand 

Prize that will be given away at the Bose-Reid Tour 2019 
will be a Genuine Mother of Pearl/Abalone Large Stockman with worked bolsters, and a very unique
“dimpled” Tested XX shield.  Mike only made ONE of these and someone who is in attendance at the 
Bose-Reid Tour will be drawn out as the lucky winner of this very unique and rare Case piece.

Gr

be d

Filework on Backsprings & Blade

Worked Bolsters & Liners & Dimpled TESTED XX ShieldWorked Bolsters & Liners & Dimpled TESTED XX Shield
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BOSE - REID
EDDYVILLE, KY     MAY 18

TH    9AM - 12PM2019 TOUR

12th Annual Bose-Reid Tour Highlights
• Meet and Greet Tony Bose and Ida Reid--Our Special Guests
• Enter to Win the One-Of-A-Kind Case Knife Grand Prize
• Great Deals on the Case Knife Sales Tables & Lots of Them
• Hourly Drawings with Prizes from the Case Factory Archive Collection
• Limited Edition of 100 Pieces: Case Bose-Reid Large Stockman
• PLINKO Fun for Even More Savings
• Lyon County FFA Lunch Cookout

9 am - Noon
Saturday, May 18th

Case Knife Store
West Kentucky Factory Outlet
600 Outlet Avenue - Eddyville, KY 42038

It’s truly a Fan-Favorite and we hope you can be there! It’s happening in a spectacularly beautiful 
area of the country--the Eddyville area of the “Land Between the Lakes” Kentucky and it is, simply put 
“Gorgeous in May!”

So get your travelin’ shoes on and come on over to Eddyville to meet Tony Bose & Ida Reid, pick up 
one of the very limited Bose-Reid Tour Knives, take advantage of some very special in-store only 
sales, play a little Plinko, have a chance to win one of the Hourly Drawings--(these are some truly 
exceptional Case knives that are out of the Case Factory Archive Collection) and who knows...YOU 
might just be the lucky person in attendance who takes home that gorgeous Case Knife on the front 
of the newsletter. It truly is a ton of fun, meeting up with Case collecting buddies, enjoying lunch from 
the Lyon County FFA and having the opportunity to really talk with two of the “Greats” in the knife 
industry.

Tony is a long time, internationally known custom knife maker and Case collaborator with a list of 
awards that just won’t quit! (See his most recent award on our back cover!) In his own words he’s 
been “crazy about knives since he was a little kid.” It’s apparent to all--knives are his passion and 
excellence his standard.

Ida started Shepherd Hills Cutlery in 1972, the same year Tony Bose started making knives. The bar 
she set for Shepherd Hills was much like the bar Tony set for himself, excellence--both in the quality 
of service that you give the customer and the quality of the product that you offer. That’s why Case 
pocket knives were a natural fi t--a premium knife at a reasonable price. We’re proud to be associated 
with the “Made in the U.S.A.” Case Knife.

It’s a treat to get to visit with them both! We hope you can come take advantage of the opportunity!

Want to see all the Case knives Tony Bose has collaborated on? Go to www.CaseXX.com/Bose
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Special Guests:
Tony Bose & Ida Reidny Bo

The Case Bose-Reid Tour Knife for 2019 is a Large Stockman with squared off  bolsters.
Embellishments include the laser engraved signature of Tony Bose on the Red Bone Mark Scale, and 
Ida Reid on the Natural Bone Pile Side Scale. Bolster engraving includes the location of Tony and 
Ida’s shops respectively and the “Shepherd Hills Tour 2019” will help identify the era of the knife in 
years to come.

#21604

$7999

LIMITED TO 
100 Pieces

Case Bose-Reid Tour Knife 2019

Call to Reserve Yours Now! 1.800.727.4643
Please note: To Be Guaranteed of getting a Bose-Reid Tour Knife Reserved Knives must be claimed by Noon on Saturday May 18th.

Case Bose-Reid Tour Knife 2019 in process at the Case Factory in Bradford, PA
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Charles Patterson was already having a good day.  It was 1984 and President Ronald Reagan was scheduled to 
speak at the University of Alabama where Charles was a student. It was good for two reasons-fi rst, he was
going to have an opportunity to hear the President of the U.S. speak in person AND due to the presidential 
visit, all classes had been cancelled that day. 

Aft er the presidential speech, Patterson decided he’d run out to the airport to get a glimpse of Air Force 
One. Th at wasn’t meant to be, as the state troopers had the entrance blocked.
Disappointed, he thought he’d just grab a burger at McDonald’s before he headed to 
his job at Battle’s Auto Parts.  Little did Patterson know his day was about to take a 
big turn. 

As he sat eating his Big Mac, the presidential motorcade rolled through the 
Wendy’s drive next door. Th en, it circled around and came through McDonald’s.  
Hmmm...thought Patterson. Th ey must be passing through all the fast food 
drive-thrus as a friendly gesture---but then the presidential limo STOPPED at 
the door of McDonald’s. President Reagan gets out with his security detail and 
COMES IN! He stopped at the door with his aide and they kind of huddled 
together and pointed---at Patterson!  

President Reagan walked on up to the counter to place his order. Th e aide came over to the “not sure what was about to happen” 
college kid to tell him that the president would like to know if he would have lunch with him? Shocked beyond belief, Patterson 
wasted no time accepting the invitation. As any of us would be, Patterson remembers being more than just a bit nervous and for 
sure not wanting to have any mis-steps or break protocol in any way.  Th en it dawned on him--and in Patterson’s words “being a 
southern man from a rural area, if I’ve got my britches on, there’s a pocket knife in the pocket.” He was carrying his Case
Stockman as he did every day. Was that going to be a problem? Apparently not. Patterson was sure they could see the admiration 
he held for the 40th President all over his face and knew there was nothing to be concerned about in that respect.

Reagan, who had ordered his own food, pulled a $20 bill out of his pocket to pay, and soon came carrying his own tray to the
table. Patterson stood up, greeted the President and introduced himself --still in disbelief that this was REALLY happening.  
Camera fl ashes started going off  and microphones were hanging overhead. Patterson tried to be calm, but this was quite
unnerving for an unprepared college kid.   He noticed at one point that as he dipped his fry into the ketchup, it was shaking as 
he put it in his mouth. In Patterson’s words “President Reagan was super nice. He wanted to know where I was from, how old I 
was, what I was majoring in at school. He talked some about Coach Bryant and Alabama football. He was a genuinely nice man. I 
have told people that it was almost like talking to your grandfather. He was easy to talk to.” 

Reagan seemed to be enjoying his hamburger. He told Patterson this was the fi rst time he had eaten a hamburger in a
McDonald’s since before he was governor of California. 
When lunch was done, they stood up and shook hands 
again, and aft er Reagan spoke briefl y to others in the 
McDonald’s, he headed to the limousine. Patterson walked 
Sen. Jeremiah Denton to his car. “Son, he said, “you have 
made history today. You are the fi rst person in history to 
eat lunch inside a fast food restaurant with a sitting
president.” All with his Case Stockman in his pocket.
Every Case knife has a story to tell don’t they?

A note from Patterson about his Case knife:
I bought my fi rst Case when I was 16 years old. I had gotten a
Saturday job working for an Auto Parts store in Northport Alabama 
and fi nally had a few coins to rub together in my pocket and decided 
to purchase me a new Case. Th at was the summer of 1978. Th at was 
the knife I had in my pocket on October 15, 1984 while having my 
fortunate encounter with President Reagan at the Northport
McDonalds restaurant.

A College Kid, A Presid  , and A Case Knife
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The Case V-42 was recently
featured on the History Channel’s 
popular series “Forged in Fire” as 
part of a fi ve-episode “Branch
Battle” tournament. With top
bladesmiths from the military 
branches, including Army, Navy, 
Air Force and Marines, compete to 
replicate some of military history’s 
most iconic edged weapons.

In the fi rst episode which aired 
May 8th, four Army soldiers were 
challenged to hand forge their own 
V-42 stiletto, the knife issued
exclusively by Case to the First 

Special Service Force (a.k.a. the “Devil’s Brigade”) during World War II. The resulting knives are then put 
through a series of tests to see which knife
performs best and is the most accurate replica of 
a WWII-era original V-42. The winner secures a 
place at the Army Anvil to compete in the
Battle of the Branches fi nale, where victory awards 
a $50,000 grand prize. The fi nal episode of this 
fi ve-part tournament will premiere at 9pm ET/P on 
Wednesday, May 22.

Both the V-42 and the Fixed Blade Survival
Machete were made by Case during WWII, as 
most manufacturing was devoted to the war effort. 
In all, the U.S. government called on Case to make 
dozens of customized knives during WWII for each 
branch’s unique needs.

In 1942, Case provided approximately 3,700 V-42 stilettos exclusively to the members of the First Special 
Service Force for during WWII. This Force, led by their intrepid commander, Lieutenant Colonel Robert T. 
Frederick, was instrumental in freeing Europe from Nazi occupation and is considered the predecessor 
to today’s U.S. Special Forces across all U.S. military branches. Accordingly, an image of the Case V-42 
remains prominently displayed on their offi cial crests.

During WWII, the U.S. military also 
called on Case to make knives for 
strategic air combat, one being the 
Case Fixed Blade Survival Machete, 
which was introduced into the war 
theater with U.S. airmen in October, 
1942 as part of an emergency bail out 
kit.

History Channel’s “Forged in Fire”
Features Case WWII Knives
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JUNE 1ST AUCTION PREVIEW
We wanted to alert our Shepherd Hills Collectors Club Members about a special Case collection that 
will be featured in our next Online Case Auction: June 1st  

The Case knives, scissors, axes, carving sets and more are from the estate of a longtime Case
employee. So, the offering has some history and a wide variety of Case pieces, some quite unusual. 
If any of these are something of interest for your Case collection, we wanted you to know they were 
being offered---in time to take action if you wanted. The auction will begin June 1st and end June 7th

at 9pm CT.

Stag Noble Trio Carving Set
Carving Knife, Fork & Sharpening Rod

(in presentation box)

Black Synthetic Bowie
Clip Blade

13 3/4 Inches Overall

Stag Kodiak
Clip Blade

10 3/4 Inches Overall

8in Scissors Stainless Steel
8 Inches Overall

pp

Stacked Leather Hatchet
11 Inches Overall
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Pyromite Synthetic Knife/Axe Combo
Fixed Clip Blade & Axe Head

(with Leather Sheath)
9 1/8 Inches Overall

Toledo Scale Lobster Style
Spear and Pen Blade, and File W/Nail Cleaner

3 1/8 Inches Closed

Mother-of-Pearl Lobster Style
Large & Small Pen Blade and Nail File

2 5/8 Inches Closed

Polished Stainless Steel Pen Knife
Spear Blade and Scissors

3 1/8 Inches ClosedDelrin Congress
Coping, Sheepfoot, Spear and Pen Blades 

3 1/2 Inches Closed
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Tony Bose, Custom Knifemaker & Case
Collaborator, has been honored with yet
another lifetime achievement. 

He, along with another living legend of the
custom knife industry, Mel Pardue, will be
formally inducted into the Blade Magazine
Cutlery Hall of Fame® at the Blade Show in
Atlanta Georgia in June. Recipients are chosen 

by sitting members of the Hall of Fame. Being chosen by those who know the industry and craft the 
best just adds to the honor. Known for his excellence in every aspect of crafting a knife, one of Tony’s 
best known specialties is his expertise with traditional slip joints. In addition to his knifemaking ability, 
Tony gives back to the knifemaking community by willingly sharing his techniques with other makers, 
helping to keep the art of making traditional knives available for future generations. Few have done 
more in mentoring and teaching fellow makers. If you’ve ever met Tony, you know he’s a crowd
favorite, one of the easiest folks in the world to talk with, and you always learn something when you 
talk to Tony. 

All of us at Shepherd Hills Cutlery (and all the SHCC Members too) want to extend a hearty
congratulations to Tony for an honor that is so deserved. We’re so happy for you and proud of you, 
too!

Blade Magazine Cutlery Hall of Fame® Newest Member:

Tony BoseTony Bose

Bose - Reid Tour
May 18     Eddyville, KY

Case Tour
July 20      Branson, MO

SHCC Pre-Celebration Party
September 6     Lebanon, MO

Case Celebration in the Ozarks
September 7      Lebanon, MO

SHCC Members Only
Sale Dates40%OFF

May 15
August 15
October 15

*On A Selected Case Knife
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